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I . INTRODUCTION 
This thesis deals with a use of the financial futures markets and 
with managing interest costs on working capital loans for financing farm 
equipment inventories . The two topics at first seem lll1related, but both 
topics are affected by interest rates. Thus, this thesis deals with 
developing the relationship , if any , between them. 
The interest rate is one factor which determines the interest cost 
on loans and the price of financial futures contracts . The Federal 
Reserve Bank and its policies have had a significant impact on both the 
levels and the fluctuations of interest rates . Prior to October , 1979, 
the Federal Reserve targeted the interest r ate and allowed the nxrney 
supply to grow or contract so that these targets were met . In October 
of 1979, the Federal Reserve changed its policy and began to control the 
money supply growth . This change in policy allowed market determined 
interest rates according to the supply and demand for 100ney. Soon after 
this change in policy, interest rates began to fluctuate more and also 
began a general upward trend. These interest rate fluctuations have 
caused new problems for businesses which deal with interest sensitive 
goods . In order to investigate the problems created by fluctuating 
interest rates and potential solutions, the agricultural equipment 
dealers were selected to study. The major reason for their selection is 
because of their need for large amounts of capital to finance 
inventories of new equipment and pa rt s for their farm custome rs . 
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Furthermore , the equipment deal ers may face a greater variability in 
demand for their product than some of t he other a~ricultural inpu t 
suppliers like seed corn dealers and fertilizer deale rs . This i s due t o 
the fact that some capital purchases like a new tractor can be delayed 
when farm income and profits de crease . Thus, equipment dealers must 
fina nce inven tories at fluctuating interes t rates to meet a flu c tuatin g 
demand . 
lnteres t r ate volatility increases the lll1Certainty of the cost of 
funds which farmers use in production of aRricultural commodities . 
Fluctuating int e r es t r a t es also affec t agribusinesses like equipment 
dealers which s upply inputs to farmers . As the interest rate incr eases, 
the cos ts of fina ncing inventories and working capital also increase . 
Thus a major effect of fluctuating interes t r a tes is the increased 
uncertainty ab out i n t e r est costs when manag ing a bus ines s . The problem 
becomes, can an a~ibusiness firm decrease, or manage , t he risk and 
uncertainty associated with the fluctuating interest r ates? 
Hi gh interes t rates and interest r ate vo l a tility can affect the 
financial well being of the eq uipment deale r both directly and 
indirectly . The direct e ffect would be the cost of the funds to operat e 
his business . The inter est leve l s a nd fluc tuations also affect the 
buying deci sions of the fa rmer. Whe n interest rates are hig h, faro:ers 
usually purchase l ess new equipment whic h c r ea t es an indirect effect on 
the farm equipment dealer . Thus, the equipmen t industry of ten 
experi ences low demand fo r i t s eq uipment when its costs a r e high . 
3 
The equipment dealer who can develop a netrod of controlling or 
reducing his interest expenses will be in a better position to compete 
for the farmer ' s equipment and parts business than his competitors. One 
reason is because he will be able to price his equiprcent and parts so 
that his profits will not be eliminated by having to pay unexpected 
higher interest costs to maintain higher than expected levels of 
inventory of equipment and parts . 
The uncertain cos ts of financing inventories and of working capital 
is one of the risks of the agribusiness firm . Hedging this risk can be 
done in the financial futures markets similar to the way in which a 
grain producer would hedge his grain prior to harvest in the commodity 
futures markets. Such a hedge would seem to offer some potential 
possibilities for reducing the interest rate risk of the agritusiness 
firm . An agribusiness firm which borrows rroney to finance inventory and 
working capital may be interested in "locking in" a favorable interest 
rate at which it can make a profit . An interest rate can be locked in 
by hedging in the financial futures markets which are conceptually 
similar to the commodity futures markets. 
Futures trading for agricultural commodities was established in the 
U.S . in the mid-1800s . Farmers, country elevators , grain irerchants, 
grain processors, and other agribusiness firms and individuals use the 
futures markets to buy and sell contracts for the future delivery of 
certain commodities . These firms can also use the futures markets as a 
vehicle to hedge their inventories of grain against adverse price 
movements. In 1975, the first contract for future delivery of an 
4 
interest bearing asse t was traded on the Chicago Hoard of Trade . Since 
the first Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) futures 
contract was t raded, many other financial futures contracts have been 
approved for trading. Financial futures contracts which are currently 
being traded on the Chicago Board of Trade are: GNMA Collateralized 
Depository Receipt (CDR), GNMA Certificate of Delivery, U. S. Treasury 
Bonds, and U. S . Treasury Notes . U. S. Treasury Bill and Certificates of 
Delivery contracts are traded on the International Monetary Market 
division of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. 
A futures contract is an agreement or promise to make or take 
delivery at a specific time in the future of the commodity or financial 
instrument upon which the contract is based. Financial futures, or 
interest rate futures, describe futures contracts based on financial 
instruments whose price fluctuates with changes in interest rates . 
Interest rate volatility is an import an t reason for using the 
interest rate futures contracts. Interest rate fluctuations cause 
capital gains or l osses t o owners of portfolios of securities such as 
U.S. Government Bonds, U. S. Treasury Bills, and corporate bonds. In 
these cases, interest rate fluctua tions increase the element of 
unce rtainty for individuals and institutions who maintain investnent 
portfolios that consist of these types of securities . The more volatile 
the interest rate the greater the risk is of maintaining a portfolio of 
this type of asse t. Investors can use the interest rate futures markets 
to r educe the uncertainty associated with the varying levels of the 
interest rate. 
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A simplified example of an investor who holds some U. S. Treasur y 
Bonds in his portfolio will illustrate how financial futures markets ca n 
be used . Suppose an investor will sell ten of U. S. Treasury Bonds in 
approxima t e ly four weeks and place the proceeds in another investirent . 
Suppose that he anticipates that the inte r est rates will rise before the 
bonds can be sold . This will dec rease the value of his bond ooldings . 
To protect himself against this possibility , he could sell t en U. S. 
Treasury Bond futures contracts now and when he sells the ten U. S. 
Tr easury Bonds from his portfolio holdings he could then buy t en U. S. 
Treasury Bond futures cont r ac t s . 
The result of this hedge with hypothetical prices is shown in 
Table 1 . The present price of a bond in his portfolio i s 87-20 percent 
of pa r . He sells ten U. S. Treasury Bond futures contracts for 
87- 00 percent of par . Four weeks later his expectations of higher 
interest rates are r eal i zed and the price of a bond in his portfolio has 
f allen to 80-17 percent of par . He now buys ten U. S. Treasury Bond 
futu r es contract s for 79-29 perce nt of par to offset his ea rli e r 
transaction in the futu r es market . The value of the bonds in his 
portfolio went down by $70 ,937. 50 and i s compl e t ely offset by the gain 
of $70,937 . 50 from the futures transaction . The short hedge similar to 
the pr evious example would be possible for a firm which anticipates 
future borr owing needs if the r e lationships bet~en the interest rate on 
the l oan and the interest rate on the futures contract cou ld be 
established . The objective of this thesis is to determine thi s 
relationship and then determine whethe r or not the short hedging 
6 
Table 1. U. S. Tr easur y Bond Hedging Example 
Cash Market 
Current price of each 
U. S. Treasury Bond 
is 87-20 percent of par 
Sells his ten U. S. 
Treasury Bonds for 
80-17 percent of par 
Less from cash transaction : 
$70,937 . 50 
Net gain from hedge: $0 . 0 
Present Time 
Four Weeks Later 
Gains and Losses 
Futures Market 
Sells ten U. S. Treasury 
Bond futures contracts 
for 87 - 00 percent of par 
Buys ten U. S. Treasury 
Bond fu tures contract s 
for 79-29 percent 
of par . 
Gain from futures trans-
action: $70,937.50 
7 
strategy can be used by agricultural equipment dealers to hed ge the 
borrowing needed t o f i nance inventories of equipnent and parts . The us e 
of the short hedge would hopefully allow equipment dealers to "lock in" 
an interest rate for their borrowing needs at which they can make a 
profit. The development of a good hed ging strategy would reduce the 
management risks associated with the risk of carrying future inventories 
a t an uncertain interest rate. 
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II. TRENDS AND OVERVIEWS OF THE INSTITUTIONS 
A. Agricultural Equipment Industry 
Financial information about the average dealer will be used in this 
study to determine if the equipment dealer can use the financial futures 
markets to hedge the working capital requirements to finance 
inventories . These figures were obtained from the National Fann and 
Power Equipment Dealers Association in their 1980 Cost of Doing &.lsiness 
Study . The average total sales of all dealerships were $2,252,306 . The 
average total new and used equipment sales were $1,575,894, and the 
average repair parts sales were $395 , 027 . The equipment sales and 
repair parts sales accounted for 87 . 5 percent of the total sales in 
1980. The study divides the dealers into low prof it and hig h profit 
categories . The total sales for the high profit dealers v.iere 
$2 , 676 ,577, and total sales for low profit dealers were $1,550,989. 
These figures are shown in Table 2. The dealerships were also divided 
into categories based on total sales volume . Twenty-two percent of the 
dealers surveyed had sales in excess of three oillion dollars . Sales 
for these dealers are shown in Table 3. 
Table 4 shows the average balance sheet accounts for all dealers . 
The average dealer had total inventories at the time of the study of 
$901, 122 . The high profit dealers average inventories were $970 , 766, 
and the low profit dealers' average inventories were $783,132 . The 
average inventory for dealers with sales over 3 million dollars was 
9 
Table 2. Agricultural Equipment Deal ers Sales Averages 
Sales Ave r age High Prof it Low Profit 
New Equipment 1,176, 693 1,404,433 783 , 608 
Used Equipment 399, 201 427 , 811 283 ,357 
Total New and Used 1,575,894 1 , 832,244 1, 066,965 
Repai r Pa rt s 395,027 505, 190 276, 027 
Other Sales and Income 281, 385 339,143 207,997 
TOTAL SALES 2,252 ,306 2, 676,577 1 ,550,989 
10 
Table 3. Agricultural Equipment Dealers With Sales Over $3 , 000, 000 
Sales Ave rage High Profit Low Profit 
New Equipment 2, 521 , 384 2,832,623 2 ' 243, 289 
Used Equipment 880, 928 830 , 333 89 7, 309 
Total New and Used 3, 402 , 312 3, 662 , 956 3, 140 , 598 
Repair Parts 786, 132 1 , 005 , 508 652 , 051 
Other Sales and Income 624 . 775 717 , 959 492 , 896 
TOTAL SALES 4, 813 J 219 5,386,423 4. 285, 545 
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12 
$1 , 636,395 , and was turned over 2 . 4 times as shown in Table 5 . The 
average dealer with sales over $3,000,000 had $995 ,689 of new equiprrent 
inventories. He also had $1,000,618 of floor plan notes payable which 
he used to finance his new equipment . 
As shown in Table 6, the equipment dealers appear to be using ~re 
short-term debt as a percentage of assets . From 1977 through 1980, the 
short-term debt to asset ratio has risen from 0. 57 to 0 . 63 . In terms of 
nominal dollars, short term debt has increased from $186,700 to $785, 000 
from 1971 to 1980. Assets have increased an average of 16. 5 percent per 
year , and the short-term debt has risen an average of 18. 0 percent per 
year . 
At the same time that the short-term debt was increasing , interest 
rates were also increasing . According to the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System the average interest rate on business loans for 
all banks ranged from 7. 6 percent t o 8 . 6 percent in 1977 and from 
11 . 6 percent to 17.8 percent in 1980. FiRure 1 shows quarte rly average 
interest rates on business borrowings . It c learly shows the upward 
trend in interest rates and also shows the increase in the fluctuation 
of interest rates over time . Table 6 and Figure 1 indicate that the 
equipment dealers ar e increasing their short-term debt load at the same 
time as the interest rate levels and fluct uations have increased . 
Table 7 shows the results in nominal dollars the combination of 
increasing short term debt and increasing fluctuations and levels of 
interest rates for the years 1977 to 1980. The difference between the 
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Table 7 . Interest Expenses on Short Term Debt 
1977 1978 1979 1980 
Average short $ 489 , 300 $ 537 , 400 $ 684 , 300 $ 785 , 000 
term debt 
Lowest inter est 7. 6% 8. 9% 12 . 2% 11 . 6% 
r ate for year 
Lowest interest $37 ,1 86. 80 $47 ,828 . 60 $ 83 , 484 . 60 $ 91 , 060. 00 
expense for one 
year 
Highest worst 8. 6% 11 . 4% 15. 8% 15 . 7% 
interest r ate 
for year 
Highest interest $42 , 079. 80 $61, 263 . 60 $108 , 119. 40 $123 , 245 . 00 
expense for 
one year 
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lowest and highes t interest rRte for 1977 ' s average short term debt load 
was only about $5 ,000. By 1980, t he difference for the average dealer ' s 
short term debt was about $32 , 000. This clearly points to a need of 
some method of controlling interest expense on short term debt . 
The majority of the dealers' short term debt goes to finance new 
equipment inventories . The financing of equip~nt inventories is 
accomplished through the use of floo r plan notes . These notes are 
usually issued by the equipment manufacturers ' financing subsidia ry . 
Although the exact terms of t he floor plan notes vary with the different 
manufacturers, the note is generally issued for specific pieces of 
equipment , for instance, a combine . The amount of the note also varies , 
but it typically can go up t o 90 percent of the value of the piece of 
equipment . Hhen the equipment on which the note is writ ten is sold , the 
note is paid off . The floo r plan notes are interest free for a given 
period of time . This time period varies from company to company , 
ranging from 30 days to 6 to 9 months . If the equipment is not sold by 
the end of this interest free time per i od , interest charges then begin 
to accrue . The rate of inte r est is determined by an agreed upon formula 
when the note is s i gned. 
B. Futures Markets 
Development of the commodity exchanges as they are known today 
began in the last half of the 19th century. At this time, ioorchants 
began developing methods to alleviate the probl ems caused by the influx 
of large amounts of grain from farmers at harvest time . This surplus of 
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grain caused extremely depressed prices at harvest time . As the f utures 
marketing developed, the first contracts were based on storable 
commodities . Commodities which are storable will not lose their 
important quality characteristics over reasonable periods of time . Thu s , 
they can be held in storage until the buyer's and seller's agreed upon 
dates for deli very of the commorli ty . Consequently, futures contract 
trading developed on organized exchanges where standardized contracts 
were traded for future delivery of specific commodities. 
As futures market trading developed further and became more 
sophisticated , new methods, or contracts, for perishable commodities 
were developed and traded. Examples of successful perishable commodity 
futures contracts are the live hog and live cattle futures contracts 
traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange . Other perishable comm.::idities 
are traded with contracts based on a product in the semi-processed stage 
of production, i . e . the frozen orange juice concentrate contract . The 
product can be stored in this semi- processed stage and it pr ovides a 
more homogeneous product upon which to base a futures contract . As 
futures market participants becaire more experienced, they came up with 
ways to trade commodities for which a futures contract does not exist . 
For example, the by-products of some production processes which are used 
for animal feed can often be effectively hedged in the corn futures 
market. 
The individual who hedges can use either a short hedge or a long 
hedge depending upon his position in the cash market . A long hedger 
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would purchase futures contracts which gives him a long position in the 
fut ures market . An e xample of a long hedger is the flour miller who 
will buy wheat in the future t o process into flour . To hed~e, he 
immediately buys futures con t racts to cover the amount of wheat he will 
buy in the future . \Jhen he later buys the wheat, he sells his futures 
contracts . Any price change that occur red in the cash wheat market will 
roughly equal the change in the futures contract price . The hedger's 
risk is the change in the difference between the futures and cash price 
over the course of the hedge transact ion . This is known as basis level 
risk. The price level risk has been shifted to others who are willi ng 
to accept it . The basis level risk that the hedger has assumed is less 
than the price level risk that the hedger faced initially. 
A short hedger also shifts price level risk to others and accepts 
the risk associated with the change in the basis. A short hed ger would 
sell futures contract s which gives him a short position in the f utures 
market . An example of a short hed ge r is the producer of grain who sells 
futures cont r ac ts for his gr ain before it is harves ted . At harvest, the 
producer can then sell his grain and at the same tilll2 buy futures 
contracts to offset his short position in t he futures market . 
A distinction can be made between the normal hed ge and a cross 
hedge . In a normal hedge , a person who holds a cash commodity can 
purchase a futures contract based on the cash commodity to offset the 
spot position which he maintains . A cross hed ge is used when an 
individual holds a cash commodity for which there is no futures 
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contract, and he utilizes an existing futures contract to hedge his cash 
position. An example of a cross hedge would be hedging corporate bonds 
in the U.S. Treasury Bond futures market. This would enable the holder 
of corporate bonds to protect himself against fluctuations in the 
interest rates . 
\Jhen interest rates started fluctuating in the late 1970s, 
financial institutions such as savings and loans , com~rcial banks , 
financing companies, and insurance companies found that they were also 
subject to price risks similar in na ture to those risks encounted by 
grain producers, cattle feeders, and grain processors . In light of a 
growing need for additional futures contracts, the futures exchanges 
developed financial futures contracts . These financial contracts which 
are sensitive to interest rate fluctuations enable individuals and 
institutions to shift part or all of the risk that they face caused by 
interest rate fluctuations to other parties that are willing to accept 
the risk caused by interest rate fluctuations. 
In 1975, the first financial futures contract was traded on the 
Chicago Board of Trade . Since the first GNMA contract was traded, many 
other financial futures contracts have been approved for trading by the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission . Financial futures are contracts 
for future delivery of financial instru~nts whose price changes when 
interest rates change . When the interest rate goes up, the price of the 
financial futures contract goes down . Thus, an inverse relationship 
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exists between the interest rate and the price of the financial 
futures contract. This inverse r e lationship also exis ts between the 
interest rate and the financial instruments upon which the financial 
futures contracts are based . So~ of the financial futures contracts 
which exist today are: GNMA Collaterallized Depository Receipt (CDR), 
GNMA Certificate of Delivery, U.S . Treasury Bonds , U. S. Treasury Notes. 
The financial futu r es contracts and markets were modeled after the 
commodity futures contracts and markets. This is helpful since the 
theories for heoging in the commodity markets slnuld be applicable to 
the financial futures markets . This is generally true, but some 
important distinctions must be made. One of the differences is that 
commodities are storable or are traded in a storable form . This fact 
provides the basis for a theory for the cash/futures relationships for 
commodities . The second distinction is that the underlying cash 
instruments of the financial contracts have a changing maturity 
structure over time which affects their yield and price. 
In general terms, the underlying instruments upon which the 
financial futures contracts are written can be classified as either 
coupon type bonds or discount type notes. A discount note would be 
purchased for less than the face value of the note and in return the 
purchaser would receive the face value at maturity . A bond is purchased 
based on a percent of the par value of 100. For return, the investor 
receives the interest computed as the coupon rate 'times the face value 
of the bond . Appreciation or depreciation of the bond occurs as 
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interest rates decrease or increase and is realized when the bond is 
sold . An example of futures contracts based on coupon type bonds are 
the U. S . Treasury Bond contract traded on the Chicago Board of Trade. 
Since other con t racts that are based on coupon bonds are similar 
to the U. S . Treasury Bond only it will be desc r ibed in detail . The U. S. 
Treasury Bond futures contract began trading on August 22, 1977 on the 
Chicago Board of Trade . The futures contract is based on a U. S. 
Treasury Bond with a face value of $100, 000 and an eight percent coupon 
rate. The deliverable bond must have at least 15 years to maturity or a 
call period of not less than 15 years. Bonds with different coupon 
rates may be delivered, but only after the appropriate conversion 
factors have been applied . The price is quoted as a percent of par 
which is 100. For example a quote of 96.02 is 96 2/32 percent of par . 
The minimum price fluctuation is 1/32 of a point, and each 1/32 
fluctuation is worth $31 . 25 per $100, 000 futures contract , 
The U. S. Treasury Bill futures contract is traded on the 
International Monetary Market of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and 
serves as a good example of the discount type futures market contracts . 
The instrument underlying the International Monetary Ma r ket U. S . 
Treasury Bill contract is a $1,000,000 U.S. Treasury Bill (T-Bill) . 
When the futures contract ma t ures , the delivery of $1 , 000,000 in T-Bills 
is made by the seller who pays the price agreed upon when the contract 
was made . The price quoted is an International Monetary Market index 
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calculated by the following formula : 
IMM index value = 100 - (T-Bill yield X 100) 
The T-Bill yield is calculated by using the discount yield formula 
which is the same as the discount yield of the cash T-Bills . The 
formula is: 
Discount Yiel<l = (face value - price) 
face value 
x 360 
days to 
maturity 
where the face value for T-Bills is $1,000,000, and the days to maturity 
is 90 days. Thus , given the price, the discount yield can be 
calculated. Similarly, the equation can be solved for price: 
Price = face value - ldays to maturity X discount yeild X face valuel t 360 j 
$1,000,000 - l90 X discount yield X $1,000,000] 
[ 360 
The minimum fluctuation of a T- Bill is • 01 unit of the 
International Monetary Market index value . Each . 01 unit is worth 
$25 . 00 per contract . The maximum daily fluctuation is 50 basis points 
or $1,250 per $1,000,000 contract. If a trader allows his futures 
contract to mature, he must deliver the T-Bills on the next l:Alsiness day 
following the last day of trading . In place of the 90- day T-Bill, the 
seller may substitute 91 or 92 day T-Bills . The amount which is paid is 
then determined by the appropriate conversion formulas . 
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III . LITEH.ATURE REVIE~ 
The trends in agriculture as indica t ed by the literature soow the 
structure of farms changing to large r and fewer farms . Along with this 
change, is the shift to large r horsepower and bigger capacity farm 
equipment . This has significant implica tions for the agr icultural 
equipment dealers . The customers t o whom they sell equipment are 
becoming fewe r in number, a nd are buying l a rger, ioore expensive 
equipment. The amount of equipment a dealer sells a nd carries in 
inventory depends upon the demand for the equipment by the farmers. 
A. Demand fo r Agricultural Equip~nt 
Many of the s tudies of demand for agricultural eq uiprent are dated 
and the s tructure of farCTing has changed significantly since the s tudies 
we r e published . One r ecent study by Lambert (1981) showed interest 
rates to be a s ignificant factor in the de~and for agricultural 
equipr:lent a l ong with tractor price, the index of prices r ece i ved by 
farme r s ' and the stock of tractor rorsepower on farms i n the previous 
yea r . In addi tion t o the previous vari ables , Lambert found farm 
employment to be a significant variable in determining farm equipment 
demand . 
Griffen, Treffeisen, and Heady ( 1979) found evidence of farm size 
increas ing and a corres ponding inc r ease in the size of tractors employed 
where trac t o r s i ze was based on horsepower . Their research indicated 
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that the trend toward increasing numbers of tractors has leve led off. 
Now the trend in tractor and equi pment purchases is toward increasing 
the size and the capacity of the farm equipment. Southard (1978) 
conducted a study examining farm equipment prices, margins, and related 
marketing costs . He suggests that there is a high correlation between 
levels of farm income and farm equipment demand . Farm income appears to 
have a strong effect on equipment prices during periods of high income. 
During periods of low farm income, which might suggest lower equipment 
prices , the long- term inflationary affect on prices becomes a 
significant factor in increasing farm equipment prices . 
B. Hedging Interest Rate Ri sk in Financial Futures Markets 
Financial futures markets are relative ly new and there is not a 
great deal of literature about them. Much of the early literature was 
of a theoretical nature since sufficient trading had not taken place to 
provide good empirical time series data to work with. Much of the 
literature available concerns itself with cash and futures relationships 
of the same security, for example the relationship between Treasury Bill 
futures contract and cash Treasury Bil l prices. 
Outside of the topics of hedging and interest rates which will be 
discussed later, the other major topic in the interest rate futures 
literature is the efficiency of financial futures markets. Conflicting 
opini ons exist concerning the efficiency of the interest rate futures 
markets. Most studies assume that market inefficiency exists when it is 
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profitable to :irbitragE' between the cash an<! futures markets . Puglisi 
(1978) concludes that the market for T-Bills is inefficient . He gives 
four explanations for this result . One explanation is that the data may 
be inaccurate . A second poss ibility is the lack of institutional 
participation in the futures markets . If institutions participated in 
these markets, they could provide the necessary arbitraging function 
between the cash and futures to keep other arbitraging opportunities to 
a minimum. The third explanation is the possibility of illiquidity. 
This explanation would not support the ineff icient hypothesis if the 
investors have portfolios in which they can hold the futures contract 
until delivery . A fourth explanation is that profit opportunities from 
arbitrage do exist . 
Rendleman and Carabini (1979) concluded that the T-Bill futures 
ma r ket is efficient , or at least that the inefficiencies which would 
lea<l to arbitrage opportunities are not sufficient to draw investors 
into the market. 
Vignola and Oale (1979) agree with Puglis i that the T-Bill futures 
market is inefficient , but they claim that Puglisi's findings may be 
misleading and could be misinterpreted. Vignola and Dal e were able to 
find profitable arbi trage opportuniti es which leads them to their 
conclusion of inefficiency in the T-Bill futures markets . In a later 
study , Vignola and Dale (1980) conclude that different financing cha r ges 
will affect the results of any study concerning the efficiency of the 
interest rate futures markets . 
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Kolb (1982) has pointed out that the basis for a financial futures 
contract is no longer the cash price minus the futures price as it is in 
commodity futures markets . Kolb's new measure of basis is the forward 
yield minus the futures yield . The forward yield is used as opposed to 
the current spot yield because it is the best estimate of what the cash 
security yield will be when the hedge is terminated . 
Johnson (1960) noted that the traditional hedging theories up to 
his time did not completely account for all of the action in the futures 
market . He agrees that hedging is done to reduce risk, but that hedgers 
will act according to their expectations of absolute price changes. To 
account for this type of hedging, Johnson developed a model of hed ging 
which incorporated portfolio theory. His theoretical hedging model is 
that P,iven a position in the cash market, a position in the futures 
market will be taken such that the "price risk" of holding that 
commodity over time will be minimized. 
Recen tly, Anderson and Danthine (1981) used Johnson's approach to 
hedging and applied it to the financial futures markets . They developed 
a model for cross hedging which is a special case of their pure hedging 
model. In their irodel, the decision maker selects a cash position and a 
futures position which will minimize a linear function of the 100an and 
variance of net revenue. The optimal futures position is determined 
given the cash position. 
Anderson and Danthine have divided the hed ger 's position between a 
speculative position and a pure hedge position. For the speculator, the 
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pure hedge position would be zero . The pure hedge i s determined by the 
proportion of the variance and correlation between the cash and futures 
markets . They note that a c ross hedge can be utilized when the 
correla tion between the cash and futures price is not equal to zero and 
is a constant . 
Ederington ( 1979) looked a t the performance of the financial 
futures markets for hedging GNMA ' s and T-Bills . In his work, Ederington 
also used Johnson ' s portfolio approach t o hedging , and the model turns 
out to be a special case of the model later developed by Anderson and 
Danthine . He compared his hedging results of T-Bills and GNMA ' s t o 
results of hedging corn and wheat . He used as his nw=asure of comparison 
the percent reduction in the variance of the r eturn to the portfolio 
when hedged as opposed to an unhedged port fo lio . Based on the percent 
reduction in variance, Edering t on found hedging GNMAs supe r ior t o 
hedging T-Bills especially for two week hedges . He also found that the 
hedging effectiveness of the GNMA and corn futures were similar . 
In a l a t e r study , Frankle (1980) used Ederington ' s data and found 
that the effectivenes s of the T-Bill futures market was better than 
Edering t on had originally calculated . One reason for this finding was 
due to an error in the data, and a second reason was that Ederington 
used a weekly a ve rage fo r t he T-Bill futures price . Frankle used Friday 
to Friday changPs i n the bid price of 90-day T-Bills . Based on the 
reduct ion in the variance of the return, he found tha t the T-Bill 
futu r es market was similar in hedging efficiency to the corn and GNMA 
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futures markets. He also showed that it was necessary to adjust for the 
changing maturity of the cash T-Bill when determining the risk 
minimizing proportion of the number of futures contracts to the size of 
the cash position . This adjustment for decreasing maturity, however, 
would not significantly affect the risk minimizing position of the 
longer maturity cash securities like the GNMAs and U. S. Treasury bond 
securities . 
Kolb (1982) regards Frankle ' s adjustnent for varying maturity of 
the cash versus futures instruments as an important step in determining 
the optimal hedge ratio, but it does not go far enough . Kolb argues 
that a bond ' s duration is a better characteristic to use when 
determining the optimal ratio of the cash to futures position . This is 
because the duration of a bond incorporates the difference in the price 
sensitivity to changes in the interest rates of the different 
securities . He also notes that Frankle ' s ratio of days to maturity will 
work only for pure discount bonds like T-Bills because their price 
sensitivity is proportional to their maturity . 
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IV . THEORETICAL MODEL 
The increase in interest costs associated with increases in 
interest rates has the effect of increasing the return of a business . 
The variance of the return can be used as a measure of the r isk 
associated with the return . The more interest rates fluctuate, the 
greater the variance of the return and thus the greater the risk against 
which a business would want to protect themselves. The model used in 
this study will be portfolio approach to hedging deve l oped by Johnson 
(1960) and later used by Ederington (1979) . The model is based on the 
expected return and the variance of the return to a portfolio . 
Theoretically, the mean and the variance of the mean can be thought of 
as having values based on some subjective probability distribution . 
Empirically , these values are based on extensive amounts of past price 
data to used estimate the mean and t he variance of the return . 
Traditional hedging theory says that a hedger will oold equal and 
opposite positions in the cash and futures markets i . e . Xf = - xs · 
Traditional hedging assumes that the hedger wishes to substitute a 
smaller basis level risk for a larger price level risk . The basis is 
the difference between the cash price and the futures price . This will 
vary over time as market conditions change . However , since the cash and 
futures prices tenci to move together, the change in the basis is 
generally not as large as the change in the price level . While the cash 
and futures prices tend to move together, their movements are not 
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identical. Price risk can be measured by looking at the variance of 
period to period price changes. This measure of price risk can be 
obtained in both the cash and the future s markets by calculating the 
variance of the price changes. The portfolio theory of hedging dictates 
that hedgers assume futures market positions so as to minimize the 
variance of their returns . Johnson (1960) developed a theory based on 
the minimization of price risk. He defines a hed ge as, given a position 
consisting of a numbe r of physical units, xi , held in market i, a 
position is obtained in market j of size x*j such that the price risk 
of holding xi and x*j from time t1 to time t 2 is minimized. 
Using this definition of a hedge, the concern is to model the price 
risk based upon changes in price . Let R be the r e turn on the portfolio 
which consis t s of the cash position , xs , and futures positions, Xf · 
E(R) i s the expect ed value of the return, a nd V(R) is the variance of 
the return to the portfolio. The mean and variance of this portfo lio 
are 
E(R) x 
s 
V(R) = x 
s 
2 
us + xf uf - K(xf) 
2 2 2 
as + xf of - 2 x xf a f s s, 
where Xg , and Xf represent the spot and futures contract positions, 
and us, and Uf denote the price changes from t1 to t2 which are 
(1) 
( 2) 
expected to occur at t, the beginning of the hedged period . K(xf) i s 
the transaction cost of using the futures markets . The variance of the 
spo t and futures markets price changes are signified by a 2 and cr2 
s f 
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respectively, and the covariance between the spot and futures price 
changes from t 1 to t2 is rep resented by <J ~ s , J. 
In the portfolio approach the cash position, xs , and futures 
market positions, Xf, do not have to be of the same size . This 
approach permits the two positions to be in proportion to each other and 
allows for the difference in the variances of the price of the cash 
commodity being hedged and the futures contract which is being used to 
hedge the cash position. The proportional relationship is 
b = - xi f /xs. Solving b = - Xf/Xs for Xf and substituting the 
new value for Xf into equa t ion (2) yields an expression for V(R) based 
upon the cash position xs , the variances of the price changes of the 
futures and cash positions , the covariance of the price changes and the 
proportion of the futures to cash position 
V(R) = x 2 a 2 + x 2 b2 a 2 - 2 x 2 b a 
s s s f s s,f 
x 
2 
[a 
2 + b 2 a 2 - 2 b a f ] s s f s, 
Substituting the same value for Xf into equation (1) yields 
the expression for the expected return, E(R) 
x [(l - b) u - b (uf - u )] - K(x , b) s s s s 
(3) 
( 4) 
From (4) the expected return is the spot position times a fllllction 
of b, the proportion of the futures position to the spot position; us • 
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the expected change in the spot pr i ce ; uf - us, the expected change 
in the basis; and the transac tion costs, K(xs, b). 
Taking the partial derivative of (2) with respe ct to Xf, setting 
it equal to zero , and solving for Xf will give the risk minimizing 
* position Xf given the spot position Xg 
- x o s~ 
2 
o f 
0 
( 5) 
* Subst i tuting Xf back into equation (2) gives the variance of return , 
V(R)*, whe n ho lding the risk minimizing number of futures contracts 
V(R)* 
2 2 + 2 2 - 2 2 2 x o x o x o s , f s s s 2_,.f s 
2 0 2 
of 
) 
f ( 6) 
( 0 5 2 _ 
2 2 
= x o 
s --2..z.i 
0 2 
f 
The corre lation coefficient, p , can be expressed as 
o f /(o . of ) s, s 
and the variance t hen becomes 
V(R)* = x 2 (1 - p2) o 2 
s s 
(7) 
From ( 7), it can be seen that as p increases the variance of the 
r e turn to the portfolio will decrease . A reduction in t he variance of 
the r e turn means a decrease in t he p r ice risk of holding the futures 
contracts along with the cash position as opposed to having exclusively 
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a cash market position . The more closely correlated the cash price is 
to the> foturc>s price' of the commodity beinv, used to hedge the cash 
commodity , the better the hedge is in reducing the risk associated with 
holding the cash commodity . One would expect the cash and futures 
markets of the same commodity to be quite highly correlated . However, 
in a cross hedging context the problem can be considered to be one of 
finding the futures market contract which will provide the highest 
correla tion with the cash commodity which one holds . 
Accordin~ to Johnson (1960), the effectiveness of the hedge denoted 
by e can be measured by taking the ratio of the variance of the hedged 
2 2 
position to the unhedRed position, x a , and subtracting from 1. 
s s 
This gives the percent redu c t ion in variance through the use of 
hedging as 
e ( 8) 
Substituting equation ( 7) for V(R)* in ( 8) yields 
= (1 2 (1 - p2) a; )= 2 x e s p . 
2 2 
x 0 
s s 
( 9) 
Therefore, the effectiveness of the hedge, e , is simply the 
correlation coefficient which in a regression context explains how well 
a model fits the data . The effectiveness of the hedge as 
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determined from corr~ lation cocf ficient can be used t o c~npare differe nt 
hed ges . 
The hed ge r can also change the variance of the return to the 
portfolio by changing his cash position . Assuming that a hedger has a 
level of risk which he prefers, through the use of hedging the 
individual can change the size of the cash position to meet his desired 
level of risk . Assume V(R)p is the hedger's preferred level of risk . 
If V(R)P = V(R)* then the hedger would be satisfied with his cur r ent 
portfolio of cash and futures positions . But if V(R)* < V(R)P the 
hedger could increase the variance of the return and still have an 
acceptable level of risk . He can increase his variance by increasing 
his spot position , xs . From equa tion (7), xs can be increased until 
V(R)* = V(R)P . The inc rease in the spot position will also increase 
the expected return as indicated from equation (4) . Thus , the portfolio 
approach to hed ging not only minimizes the price risk associated with 
carrying Xs from one time to another it also allows the hedger to find 
the risk level as measured by the variance of the return and the 
expected return which he prefers . 
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V. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF THEORETICAL MODEL 
A. Introduction 
The preceding theoretical model was developed for and applied to 
the grain futures markets. Ederington (1979) later applied the model to 
the financial futures markets. Financial futures market applications 
arise from situations where the investor anticipates the receipt of cash 
in the future . With this cas h, he will buy financial instrurrents like 
U. S. Treasury Bills or Bonds, certificates of deposit, or corporate 
bonds . Hedging applications have also been developed for the situation 
where a firm anticipates future borrowing needs, has plans to issue 
bonds, and expects rates to rise before the bonds will be issued . The 
firu can hed ge in the futures markets to l ock-in the current rate of 
interest. By using interest rate futures to control their interest 
cos ts, firms are reducing the risk of having unexpectedly large interest 
costs. 
Common to roost examples of hedging is the fact that the hedger has 
or will have a cash position in securities which are traded in a liquid 
cash market. U. S . debt securities and corporate bonds are examples of 
securities which trade in a liquid cash market . Hedging applications 
have not been developed to hedge loans which are not traded i n an open 
cash market by financing institutions . 
A second element common to many examples of hedging is the large-
amount of money which the hedger needs to hedge. Many examples use 
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figures in excess of five or ten million dollars. Smaller borrowers 
also have exposure to interest rate risk. This empirical work is based 
on the assumption that the dealer will be hedging one million dollars . 
The agricultural equipment dealer is used to illustrate how smal l 
borrowers can use the financial futures to aid in reducing risks 
associated with fluctuating interest rates. 
When a borrower is going to take out a loan, his price risk is that 
the interest rate will increase, and he will incur additional interest 
charges by waiting to take out the loan . The additional interest 
charges or opportunity costs are what the borrower desires to hedge . 
When an investor holds a portfolio of securities, the price risk is the 
depreciation of their value due to an increase in the interest rates . 
Essentially the changes in the interest rate directly affect the cost of 
borrowing money, and affect the portfolio by affecting the value of the 
assets in the portfolio . 
When an individual is buying or selling a U. S . Treasury bond 
futures contract, the monetary gain or loss is based on the quoted price 
of a par value for the contract . The interest rate on loans charged by 
lending institutions will not fluctuate as much as the interest rate 
associated with the financial futu r es contracts . While the interest 
rate associated with a Treasury Bond futures contract can change daily, 
the prime rate of interest can remain the same for several days . 
Another way of looking at the difference between the loan and the 
futures contrac t is to consider a price change for each . The change in 
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interest expense, or opportunity cost , on the loan is the change in the 
interest rate times the principal amount of the loan. The price change 
of the futures contract is the change in the price of the futures 
contract times the contract value. The value of a Treasury Bond futures 
contract is $100,000. The change in value of the futures contract is 
what will be used to offset the change in the opportunity costs of the 
loan. It should also be noted that the interest rate has an inverse 
relationship with the price of the financial futures contracts . This 
relationship does not hold with the interest cost on a loan . With a 
loan as the interest rate goes up , so does the interest expense, or 
opportunity cost. 
Before presenting results using data it will be helpful to look at 
Figure 2 to put the hedging scheme in perspective. The specific hedge 
in this study concerns itself with protection against higher interest 
rates and the resulting higher interest costs . At to the hedger 
determines that he will need to borrow money in approximately 90 days, 
and he expects the costs of borrowing rooney to go up . It would be 
costly to borrow money at to for his loan at t9l since he must pay 
interest over the to to t91 time interval. However, he can go 
into the futures market to protect himself against the rising interest 
rates. Placing a short hedge at time to will offset the opportunity 
cost, or the increased borrowing cost, associated with waiting from time 
to to t91 to borrow the rooney . If interest rates do rise, the 
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gain from the position in the futures market, Xf, will offset the los s 
f rom the cash market position , xs • 
Futures Position xf 
bjy sell 
Time 
£91 to 
Interest Rate il i2 
Cash Position x 
s 
borrow pay back 
Figure 2. Diagram of the Borrower's Hedge 
In this example, let i be the interest rate in the cash market and 
assure that the futures market rate of interest is a function of that 
rate, F(i) . The example also assumes that the rate of interest will 
rise from i1 to iz. Since an inverse relationship exists between 
the interest rate and the futures price, F(i2) is less than F(i1)• 
Therefore, if a short hedge had been implemented and interest rates go 
up, a gain will be realized on the futures position , and a loss from the 
increased opportunity cost on the loan will be incurred. The perfect 
hedge would match the change in value of the f utures contract with the 
increase in interest expense , and the net gain from the transaction 
would be zero exclusive of the transaction costs . 
B. Assumptions of Application and Data Sources 
In the application of the theoretical model , it was assumed that 
the equipment dealer would know about 90 days ahead of time that he 
would be borrowing $1,000,000. It was further assumed that this $1,000,000 
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working capital loan will be paid back at the end of 91 days which is 
also the maturity period of a Treasury bill. Ninety-one days is a 
reasonable planning horizon for the equipment dealer both in terms of 
knowing what his inve ntory needs and thus financing needs will be and in 
terms of a reasonable period of time in which to sell the equipment . 
This study assumed that the bank from which the dealer will borrow 
the money will price the loan one of three ways. The loan was assumed 
to be priced eithe r at the 3-month or the 6-month commercial paper rate 
or at the prime rate of interest . Other assumptions about pricing 
commercial l oans could have been used but will not be considered in thi s 
analysis . Another assumption is that the dealer will not use the 
traditional floor plan notes . As already indicated, these notes are 
used to finance inventory interest free for the dealer for a certain 
period of time. There is no free financing when all segments of the 
industry are considered since manufacturers are bearing the cost of 
financing inventory when these floor plan notes are used . Furthernx:>re, 
when using floor plan notes, the financing period may vary, anrl they are 
for specific pieces of equipment, and accounting for floor plan notes 
needlessly complicates the analysis . 
The empirical r esults were developed using past price history for 
the U. S. Treasury Bond contracts from the Chicago Board of Trade data 
tiipe, commercial paper price history and prime interest rate data from 
the Federal Reserve Bulletin , and U. S. Treasury Bill contract price 
information from the International Monetary Market Statistical 
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Yearbooks . The futures price data came from daily trading activities• 
The cash commercial paper rates were developed from a weekly price 
series , and the prime interest rate came from a price series in which 
the rate was listed effective a given date . Since hedges can only be 
placed and lifted when the futures contracts are being traded, the cash 
price information was made to coincide with the futures trading days . 
The nearby futures contract price was used in this study for the daily 
futures price . 
It was assumed that the 91 calendar day hedge would be associated 
with 65 trading days since 91 days is thirteen weeks or 65 trading days . 
The price changes upon which the roodel is based are therefore 65 day 
differences in the data . Over the span of the data, computing 65 
trading day price differences will not bias the results as the 
deviations from the 91 cale ndar days will average themselves out. 
Furthermore, the hedge results reported are averages resulting from 
placing a hedge every trading day. 
The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program was used to compute 
the variances and covariances of the futures and cash price data . The 
variance and covariance procedures were used since the theoretical roodel 
explicitly used these values to compute the proportion of the cash 
to futures position and the variance of the return to the portfolio . 
The SAS program was also used to calculate 65 trading day price 
differences . Using the differencing procedure allows hedging results to 
be computed for all except the first 65 days of the data. This 
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procedure also assumes that a short hedge was always made and no 
selective hedging was allowed . The computations also assumed that the 
equipment dealer would be borrowing $1 , 000,000 and that the futures 
position is then determined from this cash position. Once the 
proportion of the cash to futures position is detennined, the outcome 
(net gain) of using that proportion for the hedge can be calculated . 
C. Empir i cal Results 
Table 8 shows the values of b* which tells the hedger what 
proportion his futures position should be to his $1,000 , 000 cash 
position. For example, if the loan was priced a t the 3- month comrrercial 
paper rate and hedged in the U. S. Treasury Bond futures market every 
$1,000,000 worth of loan woulrl require $98 , 000 of short futures position 
(x*f), or being in the futures market with one $100 , 000 contract . 
The number of contracts needed for the futures market position is 
computed by dividing the futures position, x*f, by the size of the 
futures contract . Since the f utures contracts are a fixed size, it is 
necessary to round the futures position size so that an integer number 
of contracts can be used . 
If Treasury Bills are the hedging vehicle, Tabl e 8 shows that the 
hedger should hold a $304,000 futures position to hedge a $1,000,000 
loan if the loan is priced at the three ironth commercial paper rate. 
Since the Treasury Bill futures contracts on the International Monetary 
~wrket are in denominations of $1 , 000,000, the results of this s tud y 
indicate that the International Mone tary ~wrket T-Bill futures contract 
is not practical to use for hedging this small a loan. 
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Table 8. Proportion of Futures co Cash and Correlation Coefficients 
Futures Contract: Proxy for Loan 
U.S. Treasury Bonds: 
3--month Commercial Paper 
6-month Commercial Paper 
Prime Incerest Rate 
u. s. Treasury Bills: 
3-month Commercial Paper 
6-month Commercial Paper 
Prime Interest Rate 
Estimated 
b* 
0 . 098 
0.094 
0. 060 
0. 304 
o. 290 
0.207 
Estimated 
e(r2) 
0.62 
0.65 
o. 27 
0. 96 
o. 98 
0. 50 
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While the estimated b* indica tes that the T-Bill futures contrac t 
would not be practical to hedge a Sl,000 , 000 loan, the estimated 
effectiveness, e, for the T-Bill futures contrac t is 0 . 96 compared to an 
es timated effectiveness of 0.62 for the U. S. Treasury Bond as a hedging 
vehic l e . The effectiveness is the correlation coefficient calculated 
from the variances of the 65 day differences of the futures price data 
a nd of the 65 day differences in the interest expense cost as well as 
the covariance between the futures price differences and the interest 
cost differences . 
The use of U.S. T-Bill futures contract for hedging would be 
expected to be a more effective hedging vehicle than the U. S. Bond 
futures contract . This is because both the loan and the T-Bill 
have 3-month maturities . This means that investors would be considering 
the same time span and its affect on inte res t rates . The U.S . Bond 
investor, on the other hand, is looking at a much longer titre horizon 
when considering the return they need on their investment . 
If the loan is priced at the prime interest rate the effectivness 
of using a shoc:-t hedge to protect against adverse interest rate movement 
is about 50 percent less for both futures contracts compared to the loan 
which is priced from the cash commercial paper rates . One reason for 
this could be that the prime interest rate is not a market determined 
interest c:-ate and does not change very often relative to the almost 
constantly changing prices associa ted with the U.S. Treasury Bond a nd 
U. S . T-Bill futures contracts . 
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Table 9 shows the variance of the return when the loan is unhed ged . 
This is calcu late<l hased on the variance of the 65 trading day, or 
13 week, differences in the interest expense on a one million dollar 
loan . Recall from (3) the variance of the return is 
V (R) x 2 [o 2 + b o f2 - 2 b os f] s s , 
If the portfolio is unhedged b, the proportion of futures to cash, would 
be zero and, therefore, the variance is simply the spot position squared 
times the variance of the differences . 
The advantages of using the short hedge can easily be seen by 
comparing the variance of the return to an unhedged loan to the variance 
of a hedged loan . Table l 0 again indicates that T-Bills futures 
contracts would be better hedging vehicles than the U. S. Treasury Bond 
futures contracts . This is because they reduce the variance of the 
return by a significant amount when compared to using the U. S. Treasury 
Bond futures for hedging. But the use of the U. S. Treasury Bond futures 
would reduce the variance of the return compared to an unhedged 
position . 
Table 11 shows the results of Frankle's (1980) refinements to 
Ederington's (1979) study on the hedging performance of interest rate 
futures . His estimated b* is not comparable to the estimated b* of 
this study shown in Table 8. The estimated effectiveness of using 
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Table 9. Variance of Return When Unhedged 
V(R)u ~ V(R)u a 
3-month Commercial Paper x 2 (0.5258) 725,120 
s 
6-month Commercial Paper x 2 ( o. 4698) 685,419 
s 
Prime Interest Rate x2 (0. 4708) 686,148 
s 
2 acalculated using x 
capital loan squared. 8 
1 . 0 X 1012 , or the $1,000,000 working 
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Table 10. Variance of the Return When Hedged 
Futures Contract: Proxy for Loan V(R)* ~a 
u.s . Treasury Bond : 
3-month Commercial Paper 2 (0. 1987) 445 , 758 x s 
6-month Commercial Paper 
2 
(0. 1632) 403,980 x s 
Prime Interest Rate 
2 
(0,3455) 587,792 x s 
u. s. Treasury Bills: 
3-month Commercial Paper 2 (0. 0192) 138,564 x s 
6-month Commercial Paper 
2 
(0.0009) 30,000 x s 
Pri~e Interest Rate 2 (0. 2362) 486,004 x s 
acalculated using x; 
capital loan squared . 
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T-Bill futures is greater when hedging a working capital loan in this 
study than hedging cash Treasury Bills in Frankle's study. This could 
partly be due to the few observations in Fr ankle's study compared to the 
over 750 observations used in this study. Hedging with U. S. Treasury 
Bonds appears to be as effective for hedging a loan priced at the 
commercial paper rate as the hedging of Treasury Bills with T-Bill 
futures . 
Table 12 shows the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum 
price changes from the data where 6IC3 and 6IC6 are the 91 day 
change in interest expense when the 3-month and 6-month cash comuercial 
paper rates, respectively, are used as proxies for the interest rate on 
the loan . 6ICpR is the change in t he interest expense on $1,000,000 
where the prime interest rate was used as a proxy for the 
interest rate on the loan . 6PRIT is the change in the value of a 
$1,000,000 Treasury Bill futures contract . The statistics in Table 12 
show the characteristics of the individual data series . The $1,682 for 
the change in the interest expense ( 6IC3) means that the opportunity 
loss incurred by having to wait to take out the loan and having the 
int e rest rates increase was $1 , 682. The table shows that on the average 
the opportunity loss was $1,538 for loans priced at the 6-tll)nth 
commercial paper and $1,696 for loans priced at the pr i me rate of 
interest. 
The study assumed that the hedger would be utilizing the short 
hed ge. This means that PRIB/ $lOO, 000 gives a value for a gain 
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associated with selling the futures contract at the beginning of the 
91 day hedge period and buying it back at the end of the tine period. 
Thus always being short in the U.S . Treasury Bond futures contract 
yielded an average of $2 ,771 for each $100,000 contract, and always 
being a short in the Treasury Bill futures market yielded an average of 
$1 , 432 for each $1 , 000,000 contract. 
Table 13 shows the results of the completed hedge over 827 trading 
days of data. NETl and NET2 show the results of the hedge when the 1:10 
futures to cash hedging ratio is used with the U. S. Treasury Bond 
futures contract used for the futures contract and the 3- month and 
6-month commercial paper rates respectively, are used for the proxies 
for the loan rate. The mean gain from the 762 hedges using the Treasury 
Bond futures was around 1,000 which is significant from zero based on 
6.23 and 7.85 T-statistics. 
NETBl and NETB2 show the results of hedging when a 1 :1 futures to 
cash ratio is used with the U.S. Treasury Bill futures contract is used 
for the futures contract and the 3-month and 6-month commercial paper 
rates respectively are used for proxies for the loan rate. Recall that 
by using the results dictated by the roodel the optimal futures position 
should be $300 ,000. This 1:1 hedge results in a loss of $322 and $178 
for the loan priced from the 3-month and 6-month commercial paper rate 
respectively. 
From the data in Tables 12 and 13, three strategies can be examined . 
One strategy is not hedging interest costs in the financial futures 
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markets. Another strategy is hedging in the Treasury Bond futures 
market where the small contract size allows optimal hedging results to 
be achieved. The third strategy is to hed ge using the Treasury Bill 
futures market when a nonoptimal hedge ratio has to be used due to the 
large contract size . 
It is important to note that the no hed ge strategy results in a 
higher average loss and higher standard deviation about this average 
loss when compared to the use of the optimal hedge with the U.S. 
Treasury Bond f utures contract and the nonoptimal hedge using the U.S. 
T-Bill futures contract. This would be expected for the optimal hedge, 
but it may or may not hold in the case of the nonoptimal hedge . 
I t is not inconsis tant that a nonoptima l hedge using one T-Bond 
contract may pr ovide a smaller loss with a lower standard deviation than 
an opt i mal hedge using a T-Bill futures contract. One reason this 
situation could occur is because of the different markets for securities 
underlying the futures contract s . Differences in correlations between 
different futures contracts and the interest costs on the loan might be 
the reason for a nonoptimal hedge in one market to out perform a n 
opt imal hedge in another. Furthermore, there is no g uarantee of a 
positive gain when hed ging using the optimal proportion of the futures 
to cash pos itions. 
The following example will illustrate how an agricultural equipirent 
dealer would use the short hedge to hedge against an expected rise in 
interest rates . On January 1, the equipment dealer knows that he will 
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Table 14. Equipment Deal er Hedge 
Date 
1/3/78 
4/3/78 
Futures Transactions 
Goes short in 
Treasury Bond f utures 
with 1 contract 
price: 98-28 
The Treasury Bond 
futu r es contract 
is bought back 
price : 95- 31 
There is a gain on the 
futures position of 
$2 ,906. 25 
Net Gain : $2,906 . 25 - 1,200 
Cash Transactions 
The current rate 
of interest for a 
3- 100nth l oan is 
0.0666 . 
The $1, 000,000 i s 
borrowed at a 
3-tronth inter est 
r a te of O. 0678 
There is a $1200. 00 
increase in t he 
cos t of borrowing 
money for 3 months 
$1 , 706. 25 
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borrow $1,000,000 on April 1 to finance new machinery inventory . He 
believes that interest rates will rise before he takes out the loan and 
will utilize the short hedge to pro t ect himself against this 
possibility . The interest rate on a 3-month loan on January 1 is 
6.66 percent, and by April 1 the interest rate on a 3- month loan is 
6.78 percent. This means an opportunity loss of $1,200 by waiting to 
borrow the rooney. In the U. S. Treasury Bond futures market on 
January 1, he sells one contract for 98-28. He buys it back on April 1 
for 95-31. The futures contract has decreased 93 points , and the 
equipment dealer has made $31 . 25 per point or $2,906.25. Thus, the 
dealer has a gain of $1 ,706.25 on the hedge as illustrated in Table 14 . 
From the gain of $1,706. 25, the transaction costs must be subtracted. 
This hedge is not a perfect hedge , since the net gain on the hedge is 
not zero. However, the hedge accomplishes the objective of protection 
against rising interest rates. Since all equipment dealers do not have 
$1,000,000 of new equipment and parts inventory, not all equipaent 
dealers could hedge their financed inventory like the previous example. 
The 1980 Cost of Doing Business Study provides some information about 
the dealers who could hed ge their financed inventory given the 
assumptions of this thesis . 
According to the 1980 Cost of Doing Business Study, the average 
inventories for dealers with sales over $3,000,000 for new equipaent 
were $995,689, and average repair parts inventories were $260,832 . The 
new equipment inventory has an average turnover rate of 2. 28. This 
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means that the dealer has a need for about $1 , 000,000 of financing about 
two times every year. The same balance sheet indicates that the average 
dealer with sales over $3 , 000 , 000 has $1 , 000,618 of floor plan notes . 
If instead of floor plan notes, the dealer borrowed $1 , 000 , 618 ..nth a 
short term loan at the bank, the dealer would be able to use the short 
hedge in the financial futures marekts to protect himself against rising 
interest rates . 
In 1980, the best ave r age annual interest rate was in the third 
quarter and was an annual rate of 11 . J percent . In the fourth quarter, 
the rate had risen to 15. 6 percent . This means that for the average 
dealer with sales over $3,000 , 000 the interest expense on a three llX>nth 
note rose from $35,496. 72 in the third quarter to $49,257 . 32 in the 
fourth quarter . This is an increase of $1 3,760. 60. According to the 
Cost of Doing Business Study , questionnairs were sent to approximately 
11,000 equipment dealers . Twenty-two percent of the responses or 2, 420 
of the total dealers had sales over $3,000 , 000. 00 . Therefore , if the 
dealers had "locked in" the third quarter interest rate of 11 . 3 percent 
$33 , 300,652 . 00 would have been saved in total by the 2,420 equipment 
dealers if the money to finance inventories was hedged in the third 
quarter and borrowed in the fourth quarter . 
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VI. SUMl-~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The data analysis supports the hypothesis that the small borrower 
of $1,000,000 can use the futures market to reduce the risk associated 
with fluctuating interest r ates . The equipment dealer does not have to 
passively watch as fluctuations of the interest rate alter his profit 
situation . When he feels that the interest rate is going to rise before 
he takes out the loan, he can use the short hedge to protect himself 
against the increased borrowing costs. 
This analysis was based on a loan of $1,000,000 and it appears that 
loans smaller than this could not be hedged effectively with the c urrent 
financial futures markets . This is because the optimal hedge on a 
$1, 000 ,000 loan requires only one Treasury Bond futures contract , and 
a fraction of a Treasury Bill f utures contract . Equipment dealers with 
less than $1 , 000,000 wo rth of financing needs could combine efforts . 
This combination should be effective since the timing of financing for 
equipment inventories i s expected to be the sarre since dealers would 
want inventories of eq uipment during the same approximate time periods . 
This might be more easily accomplished at the manufacture level . The 
manufacturer could hedge loans for several dealers at a time or it may 
be able to hedge its own opportunity cost on the money tied up in floor 
plan notes. 
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In order for the borrower to hedge in the futures market, he will 
need to know how the lending institution prices its loans. He can then 
find the proportion of the cash to the futures position among the 
futures options available to him, and he can compute the effectiveness 
of each of the options available to him. From this, he can select the 
futures contract that will give him the best hedge. 
The floor plan notes could be used as the first sources of 
financing equipment inventories . If the dealer decides he will be 
paying interest at the end of the interest free period, he could 
implement the short hedge if he expects interest rates to rise . In 
other words, the dealer could develop methods of using both the short 
hedge and the floor plan notes . 
The results of this study show that significant savings could be 
realized by using the financial futures markets to hed ge loans to 
finance inventories of equipment dealers. The implications of potential 
savings are applicable to any firm which borrows money from lending 
ins titutions and wishes to protect itself from adverse m:>vements in 
interest rate levels. 
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